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Keywords: Choose 3 – 5 keywords that best describe your work.
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Extended abstracts are intended for the poster or demonstration session only and will
be made available on the IWCCE 2017 official website (however, they will NOT be
included in the proceedings per ASCE publication policy). Authors whose
submissions are accepted for the poster session are expected to exhibit their posters
and interact with other workshop participants in a conversational fashion. Authors
whose submissions are accepted for the demonstration session are expected to present
their technologies, software tools or hardware systems (sensors, etc.) during the
general session. The demonstrated technologies are expected to be mature and NOT
early-stage prototypes.
During the submission process, please be sure to:
 Review the list of technical interests and application contexts on the
conference website: http://iwcce2017.be.washington.edu/call-for-papers/
 Choose 1 – 3 technical interests that best describe your work
 Choose 1 – 3 application contexts that best describe your work
Please use this template when preparing for your extended abstract. Your extended
abstract should be no more than two pages and you should include no more than
two data displays (two tables, two figures, or one of each). Literature citations, if
there is any, should be limited to six maximum. The extended abstract should include
original work and be written in English.
An extended abstract is not just a longer abstract. It can include data displays,
literature citations and relevant aspects about a research. The purpose of an extended
abstract is to easily communicate the main research ideas by highlighting the research
purpose, significance, overall process, and findings or implications without laying out
all the specifics.
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